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The Spiritual Implications 

 of the 

 Vaccine Insanity  
 
I posted an article by Dr. Zev Zelinko in September of 2021 in which Dr. Z as he is often 
referred entitled ‘The Vax is Human Sacrifice’.  Perhaps you might want to read it as a 
reminder to what I am about to unveil in this article.  The link is below:  
 
The Vax Is Human Sacrifice By admin on Tue, 09/21/2021 - 12:52 
The Vax Is Human Sacrifice  
 
In the ensuing months following the outbreak of the Covid “bioweapon” in March of 
2020, I was tuned into the spiritual dimension implications.  Behind the façade of this 
plandemic there were abundant indications that we were confronted with a much deeper 
dimension of spiritual warfare than most people can understand.  I do not exaggerate by 
saying that Covid is a “bioweapon”.   
 
This reality was first discovered by Indian scientists who discovered an uncanny 
similarity to the HIV1 virus. Prashant Pradhan and a team of 10 scientists were the first 
to report this fat.  This was in early 2020, and it was subsequently verified to be fact by 
the 2008 Nobel Peace Prize winner in Medicine, Dr. Luc Montagnier.  An article later 
appeared in the December, 2020 issue of ‘Entangled’ magazine.  The headline on the 
cover read “Covid-19 is a Retrovirus”.  The National Human Genome Research Institute 
describes a retrovirus, including HIV-1: a retrovirus is a virus that uses RNA as its 
genetic material.  When a retrovirus infects a cell, it makes a DNA copy of its genome 
that is inserted into the DNA of the host cell.  There are a variety of different retroviruses 
that cause human diseases such as some forms of cancer and AIDS. 
 
In this case, the DNA resides within the nucleus of human cells.  Once fused, the DNA 
copy of HIV-1 and 2019-nCoV/COVID-19 permanently alters the existing DNA of the 
human host.  
 
The important thing about their discovery was the fact that World Health Organization 
and other groups rebuffed their proof of an adulterated virus with four specific inserts, 
three of which contained 18 fragments of the HIV1 genome; the fourth insert contained 
4 fragments of the SARS2 genome.  Dr. Luc Montagnier went on to say the inserts 
constituted 92% of the HIV1 viral pathogen.  The WHO likewise rebuffed the findings 
and confirmation by Dr. Luc Montagnier.  You do not simply brush off the work of a 
Nobel Peace Prize recipient in Medicine without reason but from the beginning it was 
evident that a “fix” was in that something else was afoot.  The diabolical picture was 
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beginning to make itself evident and yet it seemed impossible to believe what we were 
seeing before our eyes. Today, the two most censored people on the Internet are 
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. and Dr. Naomi Wolf.  The Biden administration has ordered 
Facebook to censor “misinformation” about Covid vaxxine that goes against the “official” 
narrative of the CDC or public health agencies.  Censorship is the tool of tyrants.  The 
U.S. has taken the position that it is the final arbitrator of truth and disagreement will not 
be allowed!  The corruption in the CDC and FDA is notorious within Big Pharma. 
 
The CDC is not a government entity and has many conflicts of interest: The agency 
does what it is supposed to do – promote and advance the interests of its stakeholders. 
It is most infamous for funding the Tuskegee Experiments that deliberately left black 
Americans with syphilis. 
 
Later in 2020 Australian scientists discovered that the virus had been “weaponized” with 
HIV1 and HIV2; and this led to Australian canceling its $5-billion vaccine investment.  
Throughout the entire declared pandemic on March 10, 2020, and even to the present 
time, I have read and saved well over 70,000 documents, reports, videos, and data that 
have exposed the Covid scamdemic to be the greatest crime against humanity.  
 
As of June, 2022, the vaxxine death rate is now 20% above normal across the board of 
all death categories.  What does that mean?  First point is that birth and death statistical 
data is an important function of government data.  Year-to-year death data over several 
decades’ show a detailed pattern over the course of any given year, and multiple years.  
A second very important point is the industry that requires accurate data relative to 
death is the insurance industry.  The insurance industry bases premium rates on 
statistical data which projects deaths per age and life expectancy.   
 
When people go to work for a company, most large companies provide their employees 
life insurance benefits as a perk benefit.  In the case of executive and professional 
managerial personnel, many companies take out corporate insurance on them where 
the company is the beneficiary as well. This is a routine practice in the corporate world.  
This is related to the fact replacement of highly qualified employees are not replaced 
overnight easily and it is not unusual to require as long as a year or more to replace a 
key position like that of CEO, CFO, General Counsel, or the President or a VP.   
 
Recruiting and interviewing is an expensive proposition at most levels of employment 
but increase with the value of the position being filled.  So, Edward Dowd, a former 
Black Rock Fund has recently revealed that insurance claims among working age 
people have skyrocketed since the first Covid-19 vaxxines given in December, 2020.  
An increase of 2% might not draw attention to be of overly concern, but 20% raises red 
flags in the insurance industry.  Edward Dowd predicts that this spike of insurance 
payouts will rise significantly over the next few years.   The funeral industry has had a 
booming business since December of 2020.  Again, this is a further sign that something 
is seriously askew in our society.   We have seen massive spikes in the death of healthy 
college and professional sports figures around the world this past year.    
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As of today, Wednesday, June 8th, 2022, The European (EEA and non-EEA countries) 
database of suspected drug reaction reports is EudraVigilance, verified by the European 
Medicines Agency (EMA), and they are now reporting 45,316 fatalities, and 4,416,778 
injuries following injections of five experimental COVID-19 shots.  Last week’s U.S. 
VAERS data released Friday by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention show 
1,287,595 reports of adverse events from all age groups following COVID-19 vaccines 
at 28,532 deaths and 235,041 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020, and May 27, 
2022.  I remind you that this does not represent the world at large with 194 nations 
where the figures are likely to be astronomical and be overlooked by the world.   
 
The question that some people are asking is, “Is this God’s judgment upon the 
world?”  If not then perhaps we should be asking another question, “Has God allowed 
this to happen for a reason?”  Was the ‘Pandemic’ the Perfect Cover for The Great 
Reset? 
 
In recent years, some world leaders have been promoting a coming “Great Reset” that 
will affect people all over the world in terms of financial and societal issues.  However, 
this is merely symptomatic of greater spiritual issues that are emerging.  In light of this, 
it might be worth our while to understand seven great resets of human DNA in history 
related to the unseen spiritual realm. 
 
Since the time when God created Adam and Eve, deoxy-ribonucleic acid (DNA) has 
been at the center of spiritual conflict.  Basically, a person’s DNA not only uniquely 
defines who a person is at a genetic level.  It also identifies him or her at a spiritual 
level.  It is the expression God’s creative genius –(Psalm 139:13,14), and to some 
extent it is an indicator of how God views a person in light of choice he or she has made 
as well as choices that his or her ancestors have made.  These choices have not been 
made in a vacuum.  Instead, they are the result of constant struggle between good and 
evil in people’s hearts and souls.  And this includes how people deal with temptation 
from Satan.  It is highly likely that God designed it this way as a test of our faith 
and loyalty. 
 
Anthony Patch has stated that human DNA over history has gone through a number of 
great resets, including how it has changed, how it is being changed today, and how it 
will change in the near future.  His analysis is thought provoking as I see what has been 
taking place around the world and the insanity in the whirlwind left behind. 
 

1. Immortal DNA lost 
After God created Adam, He gave him meaningful work to do and lots of freedom.  The 
only test of faith and loyalty was linked to the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good 
and evil.  God said not to eat it or else Adam would die –(Genesis 2:16,17).  After God 
created Eve, Adam taught her this command.  Sadly, God’s adversary, Satan, tempted 
Eve by twisting God’s words and appealing to her sense of beauty, her appetite, and 
her desire for forbidden knowledge, so she got scammed.  Adam was not deceived –(1st 
Timothy 2:14), but he went along to get along.  After all, Eve was the most beautiful 
woman on earth at that time, and he loved her –(Genesis 3:1-6). 
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At that very instant, they died spiritually –(Romans 6:23), became separated from God –
(Isaiah 59:2) and experienced the first great reset of human DNA.  This involved God 
changing their DNA to a degraded form so that they lost their ability to live forever in 
their physical bodies.  In fact, Adam died when he was 930 years old –(Genesis 5:5), 
which was within 1,000 years – what God considers to be one day –(Psalm 90:4; 2nd 
Peter 3:8).  Since Adam’s DNA was degraded, it got passed on to all his children.  This 
DNA degradation also included tendencies to sin as well as curses that got passed on 
to future generations –(Numbers 14:18; Jeremiah 32:18; Romans 5:12-21; and 1st 
Corinthians 15:21,22). 
  
 

The following chart summarizes these seven great resets: 
 
No.   Reset   Nature  Cause   Result 
 
1   Immortal Judicial Eating   Death 
  DNA lost (Past)  forbidden 
      fruit 
  
2   Chimeric Adversarial Forbidden  Hybrids and much evil  
  DNA phase (Past)  sexual 
 
3   Chimeric Adversarial Forbidden  Hybrids and much evil 
  DNA phase (Past and sexual 
 
4   Immortal Redemptive Blood,   Salvation and redemption 
  DNA  (Past,  grace, faith 
 
5   Chimeric Adversarial Genetic  Synthetic humans   
  DNA phase (Present) engineering 
 
6   Chimeric Adversarial Nanoparticles, Satanic possession  
  DNA phase (Future) DNA 
 
7   Immortal Inherited Resurrection  Glorified body, no sin 
  DNA  (Future) at the last 
 
 
 

2. Chimeric DNA phase 1 
The second genetic reset began as a Chimeric DNA change.  Although Satan was 
successful in getting Adam and Eve to lose their immortal DNA, he has never ceased in 
his desire to further mess up God’s beautiful creation in any way possible, especially the 
human DNA.  So after a few hundred years, some of his subordinate angels (aka the 
“sons of God” – Job 1:6, 2:11, 38:7) deserted their own dwelling in heaven –(Genesis 
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6:1-4; Jude 6) to entice human women to marry them.  These women made freewill 
choice to enter into forbidden marriages, and the result was giving birth to evil giants 
with hybrid DNA or “chimeric DNA” as it might be called in scientific literature today.  
This resulted in the introduction of new forms of evil and the rapid spread of evil all over 
the world.  After a few hundred years, human DNA was also widely corrupted through 
hybrids marrying or raping normal women, so that all their offspring had corrupted DNA. 
This made God grieved and angry, so He destroyed all the evil giants and all humans 
and animals with Chimeric DNA in a global flood.  Only Noah, his wife, their three sons, 
their sons’ wives and pair of non-chimeric animals survived on Noah’s Ark –(Genesis 
6:1-8:33). 
 
Genesis 6:9 says that Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations.  The word 
“perfect” is “tamin” in Hebrew, and it can also be translated as “without blemish or 
spot,” as in Exodus 12:5, where God required the Passover lamb to be without blemish. 
Furthermore, the LXX Greek Septuagint of the Old Testament uses “teleios” for 
“tamin”, and “teleios” also means complete or perfect.  Since Noah had sin like the 
rest of us –(Romans 3:23), his perfection was related to his genetic make-up, i.e., his 
DNA.  Thus Noah and his family passed God’s test, but everyone else failed. 
 

3. Chimeric DNA phase 2 
Moving on in this DNA reset, according to Genesis 6:4, another group of disobedient 
angels also deserted their dwelling in heaven and impregnated women after the global 
flood, and we actually have more details about their gigantic offspring –(Numbers 
13;32,33; Deuteronomy 2:10-12, 20-23; 3:11; 1st Samuel 17:4,5; 2nd Samuel 21:18-22; 
and Amos 2:9).  Some people also believe that this happened throughout history, 
although many hybrids have allegedly looked like normal humans in size and 
appearance.  Could this have something to do with certain blood types as well? 
 

4. Immortal DNA partially restored 
In the next reset, immortal DNA is partially restored.  2nd Corinthians 5:17 says, “If 
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away, behold, all 
things are beome new!”  Thus, when a person repents of his sin, trusts in the Lord 
Jesus Christ as his Master and Saviour and is born again, God begins to change his 
DNA back towards what it was like for Adam before the fall.  Ongoing changes can be 
accomplished in a supernatural way (without medical assistance) through fearing God 
and turning away from evil –(Proverbs 3:7,8), explicitly breaking curses by faith –
(Galatians 3:13,14) and receiving deliverance –(Luke 10:19,20) and healing  -(James 
3:14,15). 
 

5. Chimeric DNA phase 3 
The next reset is Chimeric DNA phase 3.  The Lord Jesus Christ said, “The thief 
comes to steal and kill and destroy” –(John 10:10).  He was talking about Satan, just 
as man has produced all kinds of modern technology.  Satan has produced new tricks.  
In fact, he has been the driving force behind much of modern science and technology, 
and his covert plan is now manifesting globally. 
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Tragically billions of people around the world have been making freewill choices to 
receive experimental injections that are based on a virus that was designed in a 
computer.  Since the virus includes HIV1 genomic fragments for gain-of-function, the 
injections are able to function as Baltimore Class VI retroviruses to reverse transcribe 
and change people’s DNA, producing “chimeric DNA” according to scientific literature. 
 
This technology has been under development for decades.  Experts in the field of 
synthetic medicine or biology believe that they can use this “gene and cell therapy” 
(GCT) to “fix” people’s genetic defects, and the injection mandates have kick-started 
GCT, turning people into synthetic humans or “synths.”  It is utter pride and vanity, 
because it is going against God’s plans and purpose, and nobody but God can foresee 
all the long-term side effects.  Frankly, it makes God very angry! 
 
In the spiritual realm, the result is the setting up or establishing of the “Abomination 
that causes desolation” as spoken of by Daniel the prophet.  –(Daniel 11:31, 12:11)  
(To avoid confusion, note that Daniel 9:27 is unrelated, because it is talking about the 
overspreading or nullification of abominations.)   The Lord Jesus Christ explained that 
this desolation would be standing or put “histemi” in the “holy place” –(Matthew 24:15-
22) or where it should not be –(Mark 13:14-20), i.e., the Temple of God.  When he 
spoke, He was responding to His disciples’ enquiry about the destruction of the Temple 
buildings –(Matthew 24:1-3; Mark 13:1-4; Luke 21:3-7), but He knew that the bodies of 
His followers would soon become the new Temple of God –(Acts 2:1-4; 1st Corinthians 
3:16,17; 6:19,20; 2nd Corinthians 6:16; Ephesians 2:21,22), just as His body at that time 
was a Temple of God.  –(John 2:18-21) 
 
Being God, He knew that the establishment of the “abomination that causes desolation” 
would be at a cellular and a genetic level, not in a temple building.  After all, He had 
already declared that the temple building would be left desolate –(Matthew 33:37,38), 
repeating what the Angel Gabriel told Daniel hundreds of years earlier –(Daniel 9:26).  
In other words, the temple building became desolate spiritually upon His death –
(Matthew 27:51) and desolate physically when the Romans destroyed it in 70 A.D.  
Jerusalem will remain desolate until He returns, and construction of a third temple 
before that –(Revelation 11:1,2) will not change that. 
 
The abomination that causes desolation is currently the most existential threat to 
humanity.  It is also called the “Mark” of the 7-headed Beast that is described in 
Revelation 13, as it adds Satan’s chimeric genetic markers to people’s DNA.  It is part of 
a strong delusion that God has sent to make people believe the lies of the official 
narrative, because they have not loved the Truth –(2nd Thessalonians 2:10,11). 
 

6. Chimeric DNA phase 4 
The next Chimeric DNA is phase 4.  The injections being given globally today include 
billions of lipid nanoparticles that have various functionalities.  The identity of the 
nanoparticles can be determined through a reverse engineering process called 
aetiology.  This is what makes Covid-19 a retrovirus.  The mRNA is transcribed back 
into the DNA, which re-writes a new genetic DNA ladder, call it what you like, modified, 
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changed, new, but it re-writes your God-given DNA into that of the adversary, the one 
we call Satan. 
 

 
 
Satan’s endgame is to use some of these nano devices to serve as 5G, 6G Wi-Fi signal 
transceivers so that the new race of “synths” can undergo further transformation into 
fully “synths” and have enough nano devices delivered into their bodies by a 
hypodermic needle or microneedle array patch, a switch will be flipped to activate the 
DNA original process.  Then, all the “synths” will have their DNA folded into quantum 
annealing processors.  Many will die when that switch is activated as well. 
 
This will help you to understand why they are so obsessed with the idea of vaxxing 
children ages five and younger.  They are not infected with a virus but they are being 
vaxxed with a “gene therapy” that will change their DNA into that of a “synth”.  
 
This will then enable them to be quantum entangled with a global quantum computer 
system, so that Satan will be able to make himself like the Most High –(Isaiah 14:14).  
Then, his assistant, the Antichrist, will be able to virtually sit in the Temple of God and 
proclaim himself to be God –(2nd Thessalonians 2:4, since he will be able to command 
and control the brains and memories and perceived reality of all the “synths”.  For these 
pitiful souls, it will be like living in virtual reality without a headset or OFF switch. They 
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may feel good at first, but when God begins to send painful stings from nasty locusts 
that sting like scorpions –(Revelation 9:2-12) or loathsome and malignant sores –
(Revelation 16:2) they will not be feeling too good about their new “extreme reality.”  
Eventually they will end up in the lake of fire, and they will suffer great regret –
(Revelation 14:9-11). 
 

7. Immortal DNA regained 
The good news is that for the sake of the elect, the Lord Jesus Christ will return and cut 
those days short –(Matthew 24:22).   All the elect have to do is resist the Mark of the 7-
headed Beast and endure until the end so that they can enter their rest –(Hebrews 3:5-
4:11).  Then the Lord Jesus Christ will return and transform their DNA to an immortal 
state and bring them to Heaven and the Great Marriage Supper –(Matthew 22:1-14; 
25:1-13; 1st Corinthians 15:20-58; Revelation 19:7-10).  This new DNA may be even 
better than what Adam and Eve had before the fall!  It is definitely something that is 
worth waiting for and suffering for now. 
 
 

 It’s Always Been A War 
Against Christianity! 

I received a special request that had a good reason to re-post the "divine image 
destroyed" video...  This video on the “divine image destroyed” should broaden your 
understanding of what the Bible amazingly enables you to grasp the larger implications 
of the role that DNA transcends the physical and speaks to the spiritual destiny.  

Obviously it is banned on Youtube. There has been secondary confirmation that this 
video is spot on, and that the shot really does erase you from the "book of life" by 
removing the name of God. Prior to seeing this video, I was already aware (for about 30 
years) that the name of God is written into your DNA over and over again, as it is 
spelled in the Hebrew Scriptures. And it has been well-known that what is called "junk 
DNA" has portions of the Bible written into it. We are indeed in the last days, and I'd like 
to remind people that all shots, no matter what they are should be considered tainted. 

The war is on. see the attached mp4.... 

http://194.233.91.97/videos/divineimagedestroyed.mp4 

When Isaacson writes that scientists have cracked the “code of life” and can do 
“precise” gene edits, those statements are true only in a narrow sense; more broadly, 
they mislead. When molecular biologists use words such as “editing,” “engineering,” 
“coding,” “programming,” and “mapping,” they generally know—or at least should 
know—that these are limited metaphors. In ordinary usage (i.e., outside biology), those 
words involve systems in which all the parts and roles are well understood. But that’s 
not remotely the reality in the fields of genetics and molecular biology. Although it’s 

http://194.233.91.97/videos/divineimagedestroyed.mp4
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rarely advertised, computational biologist Lior Pachter argues, “the reality is that we 
have no idea how the genome functions, or what the vast majority of genes or variants 
actually do.” Isaacson does little to clarify this confusion or to counter the field’s 
glamorous hype-fest. 
 
Saying we’re “learning the language in which God created life,” to quote from President 
Bill Clinton at a White House event celebrating the Human Genome Project, hints at a 
handier analogy. This god language of the genome is written in a script that scientists 
can transcribe into English letters (A, C, T, and G). But researchers know what only a 
small fraction of the resulting words mean. Most of the approximately 20,000 entries in 
the human genome “dictionary” remain completely blank. It’s as if we had an Enigma 
decryption device but only a limited understanding of a smattering of German words. 
 
Back in 2020 Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said “we have cracked the code of life,” my 
intuition was really saying what Bourla was all about playing God with human DNA, and 
the pandemic scare was really about humanity being used as a grand experiment in 
which all of us were being used as the lab samples for their experiments.  The brazened 
Albert Bourla flaunted his arrogance to suggest that science will merge humanity with 
artificial intelligence through genetic engineering.   
 
Their agenda is transforming “homo sapiens” into the “homo novus” (species).  
There can be no legitimate reason for small children from six months to five years being 
vaccinated other than to use them as experimental subjects or to steal them out of 
God’s Hands.  If many die in the process, they will have served to advance the idea that 
medical science can deliver immortality through CRSIPR “gene editing”.  Those who 
have been damaged and will be damaged from the mRNA spike Protein merely become 
collateral damage in their grand experiment in raising humanity’s consciousness.   
 
The Biden Administration Makes Available 10 Million Doses of COVID Vaccine for Kids 
Under 5 — Before FDA Authorizes Shot! 
 
The Biden administration today, June 9, 2022, said it has made available 10 million 
doses of COVID-19 vaccines for children under age 5 to states and healthcare workers 
with “millions more available in the coming weeks.”  How generous Satan’s minions are 
with the people’s money!  This may well be the threshold from which God intervenes in 
the life of humanity.  I knew those behind the vaxxes or “Gene Therapy” were not going 
to stop their campaign of Hell.  We are perhaps days away from the Rapture of those 
born-again in Christ.  This might be your last warning to seek the Face of the Lord!  If 
you are not saved from the wrath to come, I urge you to take this serious!   Things may 
look hopeless and if you are aware of how the world is devolving around you, then I 
urge you to read this to the end. 
 
Eighteen sitting Congressional members wrote a strong letter on June 7th, 2022, to the 
FDA demanding answers prior to the decision by regulators to approve COVID-19 
vaccines for babies and young children aged 6 months to 4 years old. The FDA 
VRBPAC advisory panel is scheduled to meet on June 15 to discuss authorization and 
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this letter addresses the fact that there are questions and facts that the FDA must 
consider prior to EUA authorization.   
 
 
Members of Congress Demand Answers 
The use of COVID vaccines for babies and children is about to be decided based on? 

 
 
 

Robert W Malone MD, 
MS 

June 9 
    

The letter clearly states that COVID-19 poses little risk to babies and young children, 
that the vaccines have little effectiveness against new variants, that there are many 
unanswered questions about the safety of the vaccines and that there is evidence of 
significant adverse events. Therefore, the lawmakers queried the FDA panel as to why 
these vaccines are necessary for this age group. 
 
“The broad approach of the CDC and FDA to date has been a one-size fits all policy—
get the vaccine regardless of age, risk factors, the underlying health of the individual, or 
previous infection,” the members wrote to FDA Commissioner Robert Califf and 
members of the advisory panel in a June 7 letter obtained by The Epoch Times. “Yet, to 
date there remain many unanswered questions about these EUA-approved COVID-19 
vaccines and only a small percentage of the safety data about these vaccines that are 
in the possession of the FDA and the manufacturers has been released for review.” 
 
The document states that 68% percent of children aged 1 to 4 have recovered from 
COVID-19 and that those rates are even higher for older children, according to a cited 
May 2022 CDC study. The lawmakers note that the rates for natural immunity are even 
higher now than when the study was conducted, with an estimated 80% of children 
across all age cohorts being seropositive against COVID. As natural infection yields 
better protection than vaccination against COVID, plus children who contract COVID-19 
have a high survival rate and have little risk of experiencing severe disease, there is 
little reason to vaccinate at this time.   
 
The lawmakers want the FDA to answer a series of questions before issuing its decision 
on the EUA requests from Moderna and Pfizer. 
 
The questions below are taken directly from the letter to the FDA (a link to the full letter 
can be found at the end of the questions). Please make your own interpretations: 
 
1. Why has the FDA been slow to release the hundreds of thousands of pages of 
data from pre-approved manufacturers studies, post-approval adverse events 
state, other post-approval manufactures data submitted to the FDA as required by 
law?? 
 
2. What is the FDA doing to expedite the release of this data and when can we 
expect all of the data in the FDA’S possession on these vaccines to be publicly 
released? 

https://email.mg-d0.substack.com/c/eJxVkstu4jAUhp-G7ECJnesiCwbENFUD0ypFMBvLsU-IS2Kntmkanr4GFqORbOvY52b932HUwknpKR-Usd7tIHYaIJcwmg6sBe1dDGgieB5nSRBlSew5E9Mm4p4wpNEAPRVdbvUFvOFSd4JRK5S8ZUQpRr7vtTlLg4ZDhlidBXESxijNakpDnmJGaRLHj8b0wgVIBjl8gZ6UBI-pvgdpb7W8Lm-tHcwML2do45Yee9q5oJ4vzKU2lrLzwsU7z-B2D30N2sxVM2dKnjQYM-fup5LPqTSjc83wxqozyBlew_QcMLSfDqg7Fx8K7Sr2va3OeCtGwX5nV77Jhr-rIt5WJ1xWx2m3Lk3Rdy13b-4ebNcsKq_M361GQQ_bq6sh2NNevFTvYXktxnJVmEJug6Mo4kL--mL41bJ-3x7x21CjUDSvCzL5h3e9pBmZO_Xq6LP9fFqSt4-XNSm_0fOfajluyDEUvSo8kSMfIT_2nZgRxsECL5IImiQLkzTFGUIMzUK_P825_580ns61MkBaNQzgIibaKnV3OG7kpvVFCjsRkLTugD-Q2sdk3CGTE0jQbmI4oTZ3zcMkw0mYZn70IHhnngSOL_ZcZ65clsz_kfoBCinTeg
https://email.mg-d0.substack.com/c/eJxNkMtuxCAMRb9m2CUikPBYsOimv4F4ODOoASIgHeXvSyabSpZlhO17fZxp8MzlVHuuDV1Jt3MHleBdN2gNCjoqFB28YpJPi-QM9ZKadfEoVL0WgGjCplo5AO2H3YIzLeR0TSyCEozRSxE7scV5wqwUeHJC-JmtmNqFSSsmw25hc_gAyYGCXyhnToBcjhFSu3ahTb1a2-uDfj3Id4962NqM-xl7U3_uJa9hg17NcuKMCDmUbKG04T1Es_VtQ_RDrCgoggnBDMvuidJppCNfYOVy5kJQSYgjjxnH5-Dx-F8DFVVyBf3K-w694zSvnD8f_Wp9OT1SaKeGZOwG_gbSbq4fRPoJCUrn7bVpqovPXFI-C4mX-_4PMT517xR1ZZ_7VFLlfduP_g_CTY9q
https://email.mg-d0.substack.com/c/eJxNkMtuxCAMRb9m2CUikPBYsOimv4F4ODOoASIgHeXvSyabSpZlhO17fZxp8MzlVHuuDV1Jt3MHleBdN2gNCjoqFB28YpJPi-QM9ZKadfEoVL0WgGjCplo5AO2H3YIzLeR0TSyCEozRSxE7scV5wqwUeHJC-JmtmNqFSSsmw25hc_gAyYGCXyhnToBcjhFSu3ahTb1a2-uDfj3Id4962NqM-xl7U3_uJa9hg17NcuKMCDmUbKG04T1Es_VtQ_RDrCgoggnBDMvuidJppCNfYOVy5kJQSYgjjxnH5-Dx-F8DFVVyBf3K-w694zSvnD8f_Wp9OT1SaKeGZOwG_gbSbq4fRPoJCUrn7bVpqovPXFI-C4mX-_4PMT517xR1ZZ_7VFLlfduP_g_CTY9q
https://email.mg-d0.substack.com/c/eJxNkMtuxCAMRb9m2CUikPBYsOimv4F4ODOoASIgHeXvSyabSpZlhO17fZxp8MzlVHuuDV1Jt3MHleBdN2gNCjoqFB28YpJPi-QM9ZKadfEoVL0WgGjCplo5AO2H3YIzLeR0TSyCEozRSxE7scV5wqwUeHJC-JmtmNqFSSsmw25hc_gAyYGCXyhnToBcjhFSu3ahTb1a2-uDfj3Id4962NqM-xl7U3_uJa9hg17NcuKMCDmUbKG04T1Es_VtQ_RDrCgoggnBDMvuidJppCNfYOVy5kJQSYgjjxnH5-Dx-F8DFVVyBf3K-w694zSvnD8f_Wp9OT1SaKeGZOwG_gbSbq4fRPoJCUrn7bVpqovPXFI-C4mX-_4PMT517xR1ZZ_7VFLlfduP_g_CTY9q
https://email.mg-d0.substack.com/c/eJxNkMtuxCAMRb9m2CUikPBYsOimv4F4ODOoASIgHeXvSyabSpZlhO17fZxp8MzlVHuuDV1Jt3MHleBdN2gNCjoqFB28YpJPi-QM9ZKadfEoVL0WgGjCplo5AO2H3YIzLeR0TSyCEozRSxE7scV5wqwUeHJC-JmtmNqFSSsmw25hc_gAyYGCXyhnToBcjhFSu3ahTb1a2-uDfj3Id4962NqM-xl7U3_uJa9hg17NcuKMCDmUbKG04T1Es_VtQ_RDrCgoggnBDMvuidJppCNfYOVy5kJQSYgjjxnH5-Dx-F8DFVVyBf3K-w694zSvnD8f_Wp9OT1SaKeGZOwG_gbSbq4fRPoJCUrn7bVpqovPXFI-C4mX-_4PMT517xR1ZZ_7VFLlfduP_g_CTY9q
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3. Should the FDA approve EUA COVID vaccines for children under age 5, will the 
FDA release the data to the public with 14 days of approval that served as the 
basis for FDA EUA approval? If not, why not? If not within 14 days, when will the 
FDA release all of this data to the public? 
 
4. When will the FDA and CDC provide the public with more details on those 
children who have had the most serious adverse outcomes from COVID-19 
infections? 
 
As of ‘April 2022, the CDC reported 484 COVID-related deaths among children 
ages five and under (over a two+ year period). According to the CDC there are 
about 24,000" deaths overall in children ages 0-5 annually. Each of these deaths 
is tragic for these families and society. As the FDA and CDC consider COVID 
vaccine policies, we believe it is important to understand facts related to these 
COVID-related deaths, including any underlying conditions that may have been a 
factor in their death. This is important data for parents, health care providers and 
public health officials so that they can make fully informed decisions about the 
best healthcare decision for each child, particularly if the child is seropositive 
and has no other known risks for adverse outcomes from COVID. It is also 
noteworthy that as the older population has seen increasing hospitalizations and 
death with waves of COVID cases, CDC cumulative data show significantly less 
adverse impact on children under age five even during such waves. 
 
5. What are the cardiac risk factors in administering these EUA COVID vaccines 
to children? As COVID vaccines were administered to larger numbers of those 
ages 5-18, public health officials began to notice a previously unknown risk factor 
related to cardiac inflammation, pericarditis and myocarditis in particular. Not 
only have there been a number of deaths but the long-term effects of those who 
suffered cardiac-related inflammation are as yet unquantified by public health 
officials. 
 
6. Why has the FDA recently lowered the efficacy bar for COVID vaccines for 
youngest children? This change significantly lowers the expected benefits from 
any COVID vaccination recommendation for young children and of particular 
concern given that over 70% of this age cohort are already seropositive. Recall 
that when FDA gave EUA approval to COVID vaccines for those ages16 and older, 
it did so based on data demonstrating over 90%’ effectiveness in “preventing 
confirmed COVID infection.” We now know that the efficacy is considerably 
lower. 
 
7. The FDA decided to evaluate effectiveness of this vaccine on a measurement of 
neutralizing antibodies to the original SARS-CoV2 spike protein. What evidence 
does FDA have if any that “immunobridging” is an adequate surrogate to the 
disease prevention metrics used for previous EUAs? Please explain and provide 
us with FDA data that demonstrates the correlation between immunobridging and 
disease prevention comparisons between vaccinated and unvaccinated children. 
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8. Is it a possibility that administering the proposed COVID vaccines in young 
children could predispose them for increased risk from future novel COVID 
variants? These COVID vaccines were developed using the original SARS-CoV-2 
strain and published studies indicate that vaccine efficacy wanes after 
subsequent doses and as new COVID variants arise in the population. 
 
9. World renowned immunologists have raised concerns about the possibility of 
antibody dependent enhancement phenomenon (ADE) resulting from COVID 
vaccines, noting that ADE was a problem in unrelated COV vaccine trials. What 
studies has the FDA relied upon when examining the possibility of ADE resulting 
from EUA COVID vaccines in children ages five and under, or any age group for 
that matter? Will the FDA affirm with 100% certainty that ADE is not a risk factor 
for children receiving this vaccine? 
 
10. If approved and widely used amount children age five and under, how many 
lives does the FDA estimate will be saved in the age group over the next year? 
Given the injuries reported in the FDA’s own VAERS system, how will the FDA 
evaluate potential tradeoffs of serious vaccine injuries versus serious COVID 
outcomes? 
 
11. If approved, what does FDA estimate will be the cost of administering these 
vaccines to this age group? 
 
12. CDC reports ”seropositivity of 68% of children 1-4 years, 77% for those 5-11, 
and 74% children ages 12-17. With two additional COVID waves since this data 
was reported and corresponding increases in seropositivity, what percentage 
does the FDA consider herd immunity? 
 
13. According to the FDA, how many children ages five and under with pre-
existing medical conditions have died from COVID or its variants? 
 
14. According to the FDA, how many healthy children ages five and under without 
pre- ‘existing medical conditions have died from COVID or its variants? 
 
15.According to the FDA, how many children ages five and under with pre-
existing medical conditions have been hospitalized due to (not with)COVID or its 
variants? 
 
16. According to the FDA, how many healthy children ages five and under without 
pre- existing medical conditions have been hospitalized due to (not with)COVID 
or its variants? 
 
17. According to the FDA, how many children ages five and under with pre-
existing medical conditions that have required treatment due to COVID or its 
variants? 
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18. According to the FDA, how many healthy children ages five and under without 
pre- existing medical conditions have required treatment due to COVID or its 
variants? 
 
19.Please list the medical emergencies of children 0 to 4 years old that enables 
the FDA to approve the COVID vaccine for children using its EUA. 
 
The data show that the risk of serious adverse outcomes of r COVID for children 
five and under is very low and as such the standard for evaluating EUA 
interventions must be very high. 
 
We believe each question raised about is not just important, but essential 
questions for the FDA, VRBPAC and the CDC when it comes to doing a thorough 
job of evaluating the potential benefits and potential risks of these vaccines for 
which you have been asked to consider granting an Emergency Use 
Authorization. 
Signed by members of both parties in both houses of Congress: 
 
 
In biology, words like “engineering” and “programming” perpetuate a deeply mistaken 
genes-are-like-code belief to which Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and many in the 
thinkerati seem highly susceptible. For instance, Elon Musk has said that “synthetic 
RNA (and DNA) … basically makes the solution to many diseases a software problem.” 
Ray Kurzweil predicted we will “realistically model all biology” by 2030. Mark Zuckerberg 
and Priscilla Chan’s foundation will “cure all diseases“ by 2100. These Silicon Valley 
titans seem to express a combination of tacit creationism, the first step fallacy, and plain 
old hubris. They don’t seem to have a handle on the tremendous intricacies involved in 
biology’s level of complexity and its radical conceptual differences from human-built 
tech. 
 
To say that scientists now understand life’s “code” is a stretch. So, from the very title of 
Walter Isaacson’s latest biography, ‘The Code Breaker: Jennifer Doudna, Gene Editing, 
and the Future of the Human Race’, he’s off to a rocky start. And that isn’t the only 
conceptual gap papered over by this beautifully built behemoth. To suggest that Doudna 
is a “code breaker” is to compare her to, say, the British code breakers of World War II 
who cracked the notorious German Enigma code. But when it comes to DNA, our code 
breaking isn’t all it’s cracked up to be: if the Allies had had the same level of expertise in 
actual cryptology that scientists now have with DNA, they might well have lost World 
War II.   
 
I quoted just above from Jag Bhalla’s review of Walter Issacson’s book which I have 
been reading since my own miraculous healing from the hospital with congestive heart 
failure back in March.  I suffer from a lack of words that fully describe my twelve days in 
two hospitals.  I escaped death by mere hours because I recognized my kidneys were 
not functioning and fluids had filled my lungs with pneumonia fluids and I was 
simultaneously experiencing hypoxia.  I had my wife take me to the local hospital, while 
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not fully cognizant of my life-threatening condition The Lord Jesus Christ chose to 
extend my life on borrowed time for a short while longer.   What He has for his faithful is 
available to everyone who will admit their pride has kept them from receiving the 
Greatest Gift to “homo sapiens”.  Do it now!  
 

 
 
In retrospect, my greatest fear was that of the mass formation psychosis paranoia in 
hospitals where patients were being labeled as Covid victims and that I would end up on 
a ventilator from which 90% do not survive.  This article was in the works months before 
Dr. Zelenko made his presentation to Israel’s senior rabbis.  I was pondering and 
reflecting on much of the work being broadcast by Bill Gates’ boastings in regards to his 
QuantumDot:Hydrogel ID2020 several years before the hoaxed Coronavirus 
scamdemic that really was just a prelude to the Antichrist global system coming at us in 
ways we are vulnerable.  A Great Reset is coming and Klaus Schwab at least got the 
name right but it will not be as he and Prince Charles are planning for humanity.  Seek 
the Face of Jesus immediately, we could be gone in the twinkling of an eye! 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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